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As a kid learning to play on an asphalt court with a chain link fence for a net, Tracy Townsend

never imagined he'd run a wildly successful resort tennis program in the world's first New

Urbanist town.The Tennis Director in Seaside, Florida, for over 20 years, Tracy has coached

thousands of players who return time after time because they love the tennis community he

has created with his magnetic personality, entertaining delivery, and famous Tracyisms.As a

tennis instructor, Tracy believes tennis should always be FUN! This philosophy has driven his

35-year teaching career, and now it's on paper for all tennis players.This isn't your ordinary

tennis tips book on doubles tennis strategy, the backhand stroke, or tennis serve tips (although

all of those are covered). This book is entertaining, offering fun and funny advice, served up

with sarcastic wit in a way that only Tracy can.Tracy's style and personality jump off the pages.

Reading the book is like being on the courts with him in Seaside, FL. In between solid tennis

pointers for volley technique and forehand tips, you're reminded that you play because you love

tennis. You're supposed to be having fun on the courts. And as Tracy says, "Winning is more

fun than losing!"Fans of the sport and retired players will enjoy Tracy's stories and analysis.

Tracy also shares his tennis drills so other tennis pros can use this book as a framework for

their own lessons.This book is a great gift for tennis players. It is the perfect tennis gift for

everyone on your league tennis team, your doubles partner, your pro, family members, and

anyone who loves tennis.
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metaphor for life itself. Tracy shows us how to win, much of the time, and how to pick ourselves

up from our losses, how to learn from our mistakes and how to carry on.Above all, Tracy

teaches us how to have fun, how to PLAY the game. To play well requires work and focus and

attentiveness. We need to be able to read our opponents’ strengths and weaknesses, as well

as understand our own, to compensate for our weaknesses as well as to take advantage of our

opponents’ weaknesses.Some of my favorite tips are about relaxing and slowing down, “If you

can slow down, it will help you make your shots…if you rush, you’ll likely miss.” You are “…

trying to win the last point, not the first point.” (In racing cars, the admonition is, “To finish first,

you must first finish” which means you cannot rush your passes, lest they lead to

crashes.)Tracy also helps us understand how to compensate for aging, how to play well, even if

we are not as fast as we used to be. These tips are equally useful for those days when

celebrating life at the beach the night before may leave us less rested than we should be.Tracy

points out that most tennis games played on Seaside’s courts are doubles, requiring teamwork

and clear communication, equally true in the game of tennis as well as in work and life.Tracy

offers the reader wit and wisdom on techniques to improve the game as well as continuing

reminders that it is a game, to be played hard and to be enjoyed. Tracy’s own enjoyment of his

work as a coach is palpable. Reading this book will be almost as pleasurable as playing the

game itself.Tracy has been Seaside’s tennis pro for 21 years. His contributions to our

community have been significant, building a community of enthusiastic players, teaching

youngsters how to play a game they can keep playing until they are geezers and helping make

tennis second only to beach going for residents and visitors of our town.Robert

DavisFounderSeaside, Fl.IntroductionTennis has pretty much made my life. Everything has

pushed me toward the sport for a very long time. And it has been a great ride every step of the

way.My family lived in Birmingham, Alabama, until I turned 10. Dad was a welder and worked a

lot of overtime. I’m pretty sure we were poor, but I really never felt that growing up. Dad loved

baseball, and from what I have heard, he was really good. He taught me that same love of the

game from a very young age. We lived next to a park in Birmingham, and no matter what time

Dad got off work, he would take me there and hit grounders and fly balls to me until it got too

dark to see. Those were fun times.In 1970 we moved to Haleyville, a small, sleepy town in the

northwest corner of the state. A friend on my street played a little tennis and took me to play

one day. I was hooked. I would get on my bike, load my basket with two cans of balls and my

racket, and pedal over to the junior high school, which had a couple of asphalt courts. The net

was truly a piece of fence cut to hang between the net posts. To say the least, tennis wasn’t

exactly booming in Haleyville.The courts were surrounded on two sides by a 12- to 16-foot



concrete wall, and the school sat up on the hill above the courts. When I couldn’t find people to

play, I would hit on the wall until I was too tired to go on. The hill was important, especially

when I first started to play. When I missed the wall, the ball would roll back down the hill to

me.Despite my growing devotion to tennis, I still loved baseball. Dad coached my Little League

and Pony League teams, and we nearly always won our division. Actually, as I remember it, we

ALWAYS won our division. Dad was a great coach, and that’s not just a son talking. In our last

year of Pony League, our team won the championship and then played the all-stars off the

other teams. We won that game, too. It was always such a fond memory to share with Dad.The

jump for me from Little League to Pony League was tough. I wasn’t very big growing up. As a

shortstop I could field almost anything hit near me, but the throw from deep short to first

became a very long one when we moved up to Pony League. Howie Lyons, one of my teachers

and junior high coaches, knew I played tennis. To increase my arm strength for baseball, he

suggested that I spend an entire summer playing more tennis. That changed my life.When I got

to high school, I had to make the tough decision to quit baseball and spend all my time

developing my tennis. I loved my childhood in Haleyville, but I knew I wanted to move on to a

bigger town as soon as I could. Even Dad, with a teary eye, said he thought I could get good

enough at tennis to earn a college scholarship. That wasn’t likely in baseball, and we probably

could not have afforded my education otherwise.Roger Burdge, the father of one of my friends,

had played college tennis and was still very good. I was lucky enough to have him help me

through my high school years, and I became a pretty good player. After graduation in 1978, I

did get that tennis scholarship and eventually moved on to the University of North Alabama. I

am so proud to say I was elected into the Haleyville Sports Hall of Fame.My college career was

a blast. I received MVP awards two of my four years. In 1981 we became the only team at UNA

to ever win the Gulf South Conference in tennis. I went 34–6 in singles and 37–3 in doubles

that year. I still hold the conference record for most wins in a single season. Upon graduation I

was honored to receive another scholarship, this time to the University of Denver to get my

master’s in sport sciences. Here is where the teaching part really began to take shape. In

exchange for my scholarship, I taught tennis and other racket sports.But fate brought me back

home. Mom was diagnosed with cancer, and after graduation from DU in 1985, I returned to

Alabama to work and be near her. I took a fitness director job and taught tennis on the side. As

the years went on, I taught more and more tennis. And then in 2000, I accepted a job at

Seaside in Florida as Director of Tennis. I’m still here today.Seaside is located on the

Panhandle of Florida and is the world’s first New Urbanist town, the vision of Robert and Daryl

Davis. What started as 80 acres of sand and scrub is now the heart of Scenic Highway 30A, a

stretch of beach communities famous for their sugar-white sands. Tennis was fairly quiet in

2000 upon my arrival, and I barely made it through that first winter. Now my clinics and round

robins sell out year-round.I have always known that having fun is the most important thing

when teaching tennis. Yes, clients should learn something, but they had better have fun or you

will never see them again. When someone learns something new, you can see that spark and

the fun they’re having. It’s a memory they’ll keep. My clients return over and over again. Many

come several times per year, some only once a year, and some live here. I know virtually every

client by their first name, and I rarely forget anyone.Clients often comment on the funny things I

say and the sarcastic methods I use to teach them. I got that great sense of humor from Dad.

One of the biggest compliments I get is when a player tells me they “hear me in their head.”

Some have even suggested that I write a book.So here it is. With advice from Dad, tidbits from

other coaches, and things I have learned from teaching thousands of players for more than 35

years, I give you Look at All That Room Above the Net. Think of it as your little book of tennis



tips, including more than a few of my favorite “Tracyisms.” In one sense, I hope you have heard

most of this before. That means you’ve already received good instruction. But I also hope my

fun presentation stays with you and makes you a better player.You know you need the help,

right? Yeah, baby!Why Do You Hit the Ball into the Net?After watching me play and lose a

match, my dad once asked me that very question. He really had a way with words. His wisdom

and sarcasm still ring in my ears today. At the time, I was mad over the loss and had no answer

except, “I don’t know why!”“Look at all the room you have above the net,” my dad replied. “If you

get it over, it could go in. They might play it out of the air even if it was going out. At the very

least, they have to go pick it up.”I’m not sure I have won any matches by making my opponent

pick up my out balls, but the other two tips have definitely won me matches. And the fact that

my opponents do have to go pick up my out ball puts a smile on my face and helps me move

on. So, come to think of it, even that tip may have actually won me a match or two. I know I

don’t hit a lot of balls in the net anymore. Thanks, Dad!Way Out!Dad wasn’t really a tennis

player. He was an old baseball player with a great eye and an even better wit. He taught me

that margins in most sports don’t really matter. “It was close” means the ball was out. “Just out”

means the ball was out. Now that we have shot spot, you can see just how much a ball is out.

But does it matter? You need to have a sense of humor to get really good at tennis. Dad said

any ball that was out was “Way out!” And he was right. You need to develop a sense of where

“in” is and keep the ball in play. Quit hitting it out.Don’t Be a RocketteIwatch players all the time

get pushed back onto their back foot by the incoming ball. The other foot goes up and the

player resembles a member of the Rockettes. Remember that you’re bigger than the ball. You

need to get stubborn and lean into it. Don’t allow the ball to push you back. Raising your leg

and your shoulder only causes a weak reply. And I have seen very few of you who actually look

good in your Rockettes pose!Your Shot Sounds Like a Car WreckWe have all heard the

unsettling sounds of a car wreck. Nothing good ever comes from it. Have you ever realized that

your mishits make this same sound? And even when they go in and you somehow win the

point, it is unsettling to you and your confidence. Watch the ball! See it as clearly as you can.

Make good contact. Quit with the car wreck noise.Could You Have Volleyed That? (Say

Yes)Ilike to pose open-ended questions with obvious answers, usually right after a player does

something stupid. If you are ever asked this question, don’t think too hard on it and simply

answer “yes.” Look at it this way. If you can step forward and volley the ball, then why do you

back up, go the wrong direction, give your opponent all sorts of extra time, and hit a weaker

ground stroke? The answer is easy, “I should have volleyed that!”Take Them Out! You’ll Never

See Them Again, AnywayIteach resort tennis, and I call my players “friends for a week.” They

vacation and play tennis for seven days, and then they leave me. They may come back next

month or next season or next year, but many of my clients, I never see again. I kiddingly tell

them that if someone is too close to the net, take them out! Since you won’t see most of these

people again, you might as well hit them.I don’t mean this literally, of course. But you should

play aggressively when opponents are at the net. Jam them with balls so they can’t get their

arms extended or step into the shot. Tournaments and league play absolutely require you to

adopt this attitude. You see the pros on television go through the players on the other side of

the net. It’s just part of the game. No one is trying to hurt anyone, but sometimes you just need

to “suggest” they back off a little.You Should Have DoveIam kidding! Diving for the ball rarely

results in winning the point. You really don’t know how fast you are without trying. Run for every

ball. If you can’t get there, then you can say “good shot.” But I see players pull up one or two

steps away from shots I think they could have gotten. All I’m saying is give it your all. You’re

always going to feel better in your defeat if you’ve done all you can do to win every point. But,



please, no diving.Fun?Tennis should be fun? Are you kidding? So often I see players on the

court in such turmoil. Ladies questioning a line call. Men grunting loudly. The sun is in your

eyes. The wind is blowing. Noise is coming from everywhere. Here is the best, simplest, and

most important tip in the whole book. You’ve heard it before, but it is really essential: Have

fun.Let me tell you how important this is to your tennis game. Getting better requires practice. A

lot of it. It’s hot. It’s cold. It’s windy. Some of your opponents are great, fun-loving people. Some

are not. Enjoy it all.When I first started playing, I remember the fun of tennis more than

anything. As I got better and better, I must admit, it sometimes became work. I didn’t

understand why I got so worked up sometimes about tennis, and then one day my dad told me

that I had lost my way. I started out enjoying a well-hit shot. Then I wanted to hit every shot

perfectly.It just doesn’t happen.You have to enjoy the journey. You have to embrace and

understand the bad shots so you can enjoy and experience the good shots. You have to have

faced off against a “bad” opponent to enjoy the good match with your friends. It really is about

having fun. Most of us will not make the pro tour, but all of us can have “that feeling” of a good

shot, a good match, a good win.Learn to enjoy the mishit. And the ball that dribbles over the

net on your side. And if your opponent is just a pain, don’t you really have something else you

can do or someone else you can play? Keep it simple—have a good time on the court. Enjoy

the work and the sweat and the noise and the wind. If you are not having a good day on the

court, maybe you should go back to your job. Doesn’t that sound like more fun?Winning Is

More Fun than LosingTennis is a great game. You get a good workout. You get to be outside

most of the time. You get to spend time with friends. Remember, though, that the reason we

keep score is so that one side wins over the other! And, as I see it, the winning side always has

more fun.I have had great matches that I’ve lost and great matches that I’ve won. I admit that

the winning ones were more fun. You should admit that, too. It helps you to improve. I didn’t get

down on myself too badly for the losses, but they did inspire me to practice and boost my game

for the next match. And that makes the work involved more interesting.I always have assumed

that when you take a lesson from me that you want to improve… so you can win! Practice

makes you better and sometimes that’s enough to change outcomes. Work on your game so

winning happens more than losing. You will enjoy the game more.Want to Play Better Doubles?

Get a Better PartnerIt’s true. You might think I’m kidding, and yet you know I’m not. It takes two

to win in doubles, but it takes only one to lose. I had the good fortune of having a great doubles

partner for years, Kevin. I could be looking straight ahead with Kevin behind me, and without

even turning around I could almost tell you what he looked like, where the ball was going, and

at what pace. We won a lot. I have also played with some really good players (no names

mentioned), but I didn’t know any of those things about them. And we lost quite a bit.I tell

people to find one partner that you love and one that you like—and don’t play with anyone else,

at least not with the expectation of winning. You need to get to know a partner in order to cover

certain shots. You need to know your partner’s strengths and weaknesses. You need to know

how they will respond when the ball is way in front of them or over their head. You need to

know where they serve to and how to cover the net for them. You need to know when they are

having a bad day, and they need to know when you are having a bad day. I can’t tell you how

often Kevin carried me on a bad day. But Kevin would tell you I had a few good days myself,

too.Hit the HolesWhen you play a doubles match and you look to the other side of the net,

what do you see? Do you see two opponents? If that’s all, then you’re missing something. You

also should see four holes to hit into.
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